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We cannot use
the school of yesterday
to learn 
today’s referees’ perspective 
about the future!

Terje Anthonsen



In fact In fact –– this is not a coursethis is not a course
It is an examination to secure that you It is an examination to secure that you 
have reached a necessary levelhave reached a necessary level
You all are here because you are You all are here because you are 
good refereesgood referees
Do not try to changeDo not try to change
Do not try to show all you can within a Do not try to show all you can within a 
short timeshort time
But your moving paths, body language But your moving paths, body language 
and skill to interfere in the right moment and skill to interfere in the right moment 
will count from the very first secondwill count from the very first second



HOWEVERHOWEVER
Your capacity to improve during these Your capacity to improve during these 
days is an important days is an important ““signalsignal””
Be sure, we are here to give you advices Be sure, we are here to give you advices 
to improveto improve
ZoltanZoltan’’ss advices are seen through the advices are seen through the 
trainertrainer’’s eyes, Viktors eyes, Viktor’’s and s and myself'smyself's from from 
the refereethe referee’’s/rules/rule’’s sides side
Good matches on a high level will give you Good matches on a high level will give you 
the very best chance to convince us about the very best chance to convince us about 
your futureyour future



REQUIREMENTSREQUIREMENTS
You have been knowing for a long time now what You have been knowing for a long time now what 
we expect from you in the said matters:we expect from you in the said matters:

-- Physical conditionsPhysical conditions
(cooper test/shuttle run test)(cooper test/shuttle run test)

-- Theoretical knowledgeTheoretical knowledge
(IHF Playing Rules, EHF Regulations)(IHF Playing Rules, EHF Regulations)

-- Language knowledge (English)Language knowledge (English)
(Ability to communicate in this language)(Ability to communicate in this language)

In more details:In more details:



Sportsmanlike body shapeSportsmanlike body shape
Physical fitnessPhysical fitness
Running pathways (the way to move)Running pathways (the way to move)
Clear hand signalsClear hand signals
Clear whistle signalsClear whistle signals
NeutralityNeutrality
Knowing the rules of the gameKnowing the rules of the game
Ability to use the rules in complex Ability to use the rules in complex 
situationssituations



Behave in a presentable and gentle way Behave in a presentable and gentle way 
inside and outside the court inside and outside the court 
Be able to communicate in different Be able to communicate in different 
waysways
SelfSelf--confidenceconfidence
SelfSelf--control, respect, also under stresscontrol, respect, also under stress
TeamTeam--spirit  (Referee couple system spirit  (Referee couple system 
–– not two referee system)not two referee system)



Constantly high performances Constantly high performances 
throughout longer periodsthroughout longer periods
Acceptance from players and officials, Acceptance from players and officials, 
acceptance earned by good refereeingacceptance earned by good refereeing
Problem solving capacity (not only in Problem solving capacity (not only in 
rule situations)rule situations)
Ability to make decisionsAbility to make decisions
Ability to stand criticism (listen and Ability to stand criticism (listen and 
learn)learn)
Understanding of the importance Understanding of the importance 
of continuous self developmentof continuous self development



Knowledge of the  RulesKnowledge of the  Rules
Knowledge of the rules is the  Knowledge of the rules is the  
basisbasis
It is a must to understand the It is a must to understand the 
rulesrules
The right use of the rulesThe right use of the rules
makes the differencemakes the difference



SKILLSKILL
IS TO BEIS TO BE GOOD AND GOOD AND 
EXPRERIENCED IN EXPRERIENCED IN 
SITUATIONSSITUATIONS WHICHWHICH
HAPPENHAPPEN OFTENOFTEN
…… AND TO AND TO KNOW HOWKNOW HOW TO TO 

HANDLE RARE HANDLE RARE SITUATIONSSITUATIONS
Terje Anthonsen


